Infinity BMS - Return on Investment
What should you expect from your company’s investment in c-Systems’ Infinity Business Management
system?
Evaluating Return on Investment (ROI) will help you understand the benefits of purchasing Infinity.
Basically, how long it will take your company to realize a profit from its investment in technology.
To better understand the benefits your company can expect from implementing our Infinity business
management solution, you need to understand the impact of current issues on your bottom line and
the cost to implement your goals. For example, you may want to decrease your company’s billing errors
and increase payments to your accounts receivables. Your goals may be to increase profit margins and
improved efficiency. Once you evaluate the benefits of implementing Infinity, you’ll get a much better
understanding of what your payback or Return on Investment can be.
Infinity benefits include the following:
• Productivity - Streamlined business processes allow your employees to accomplish more in less
time.
• Labor costs - Automating applications can reduce the number of people required to support your
business.
• Financial performance - Accurate financial reporting can improve payments on your receivables
and give a more accurate picture of your company’s financial health.
• Inventory management – Optimizing your company’s inventory levels can reduce carrying
costs and the number of slow-moving parts, increase inventory turns and help remove obsolete/dead products.
• Pricing – Up to date manufacture price databases help improve and maintain margins
on your products or services.
• Customer revenue - By managing and recognizing customer needs, you can increase
revenue per customer and reduce customer turnover.
• Technology maintenance and support - Modern technologies are more robust
and require less to be spent on maintenance than old legacy systems.
• Automation - Reduce costs to do business. Optimize and enable effective
processes. For instance, incorporation of electronic (email) billing can reduce paper invoices and mailing costs.

